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Power	  -­‐	  6x6mm2	  implant 10mW 
2D	  Kalman-­‐ﬁlter	  decoder 
3.6GHz	  Core	  Duo	  Intel	  processor 1.82mW 
Neuromorphic	  chip 100	  µW 
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→ Morphes neural systems into 
silicon chips 
 
→ Transistors	  analog	  to	  ion	  
channels
Ion	   Electron	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65	  536	  neurons	  
23M	  transistors	  
160	  mm2	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EsOmate	  of	  the	  current	  system	  state	  using:	  









→ System	  state:	  	  
→ Measurements:	  	  	  	  	  neural	  spike	  rate	  of	  the	  recorded	  neurons	  
x t = Ax t−1 +wt
yt =Cx t +qt
where	   wt  N (0,W)
qt  N (0,Q)where	  




x t = (I−KC)Ax t|t−1 +Kyt =Mx
DTx t|t−1 +M y
DTyt
with	  K = (I+WCQ−1C)−1WCTQ−1
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Neural	  Engineering	  Framework:	  
	  
→ A	  formal	  methodology	  for	  mapping	  control-­‐theory	  
algorithms	  onto	  spiking	  neural	  networks	  
1.	  Representa9on	   2.	  Transforma9on	   3.	  Dynamics	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jth	  	  neuron’s	  ﬁring	  rate:	  
	   a j x(t)( ) =G α j φ jx  · x(t) + J jbias!" #$
=G α j φ j
x  · h(t)∗ "A x(t)+ "B y(t)( ) + J jbias#$ %&
=G α j φ j
x  · h(t)∗ "A ai t( )φixi∑ + "B bk t( )φk
y
k∑( ) + J jbias$%& '()
a j x(t)( ) =G h(t)∗ ω jiai t( )i∑ + ω jkbk t( )k∑( )+ J jbias#$ %&
ω ji =α j
φ j
x  !A φi
xwith and ω jk =α j φ j
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Trials: 1700 - 1715
BMI:	  standard	  Kalman	  	   BMI:	  Siking	  neural	  network	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Closed-­‐loop:	  

















































s) Mean cursor velocity
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SNN	  decoder	  
	  
→ Virtually	  idenOcal	  to	  standard	  Kalman	  ﬁlter	  	  
→ 99%	  	  success	  rates	  
Next	  step	  
	  
→ Mapping	  with	  Neurogrid	  
→ Columnar	  organizaOon	  
→ 	  Topographically	  assigned	  preferred	  direcOons	  vectors	  
→ Novel	  signal	  processing	  techniques	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